Sometimes it is possible to find a mixed type of mentioned strategies.
Analyzing the traditional and modern approaches to proper names translation, H. Särkkä gives as follows classification:
1. They can be imported unchanged from the SL text;
2. They can be modified to fit the phonological/graphological system of the TL. by the fairy tale message search for its further code-switching appear to be strongly dependent on referencing (Vlasenko, 2011:18) .
Analyzing the nomination process, D.I. Ermolovich describes three stages of PN translation -identifying nomination, classifying and individualizing nomination (Ermolovich, 2005:58) .
Nord stated that in some cultures, there is the convention that fictional proper names can serve as "culture markers," i.e., they implicitly indicate to which culture the character belongs (Nord, 2003 (Borbotko, 2006: 240) . Analyzing the translation process and its result, the text translation, it is possible to say that referentiality of text units, parts or fragments is implemented indirectly: through the translator's vision of the world (Vlasenko, 2011:21) .
Therefore, the translator must be a link between the mythologems of source and target cultures. children. "Typically, the farther a tale from the culture a person belongs to is, the less it teaches" (Sergeev, 2002:67) . Older children and adults who love fairy folk tales are ready to get acquainted with a different culture. In this case the reference to synchrony, as well as to the diachrony can help a translator to achieve an adequate translation.
A chart outlining the translation technique is shown in Fig. 1 .
In this regard Gadamer wrote that "in fact the horizon of the present is continually in the process of being formed because we are continually having to test all our prejudices. An important part of this testing occurs in encountering the past and in understanding the tradition from which we come. Hence the horizon of the present cannot be formed without the past. There is no more an isolated horizon of the present in itself than there are historical horizons which have to be acquired. Rather, understanding is always the fusion of these horizons supposedly existing by themselves" (Gadamer, 1988:340) . Florensky notes that names can be partly compared with hereditary generic types in genetics. They cannot be exactly determined, but once learned, they become indispensable and very important; maybe we didn't want to learn them, but when we did it, we could see that we started to understand very difficult and sophisticated things (Florensky, 2003:31) .
Because "all our cultural wealth which has been accumulated over the centuries is in the word, and especially in the name. <...> Name generates all the physiological, mental, phenomenological, logical, dialectical, ontological spheresˮ (Losev, 1990:25) .
In a fairy-tale discourse proper names can be compared with Russell's "mental formations" So, "to read (to perceive the readerly aspect of the text) is to proceed from name to name, from fold to fold; it is to fold the text according to one name and then to unfolded along the new folds of this name. This is proairetism: an artifice (or art) of reading that seeks out names, that tends toward them: an act of lexical transcendence, a labor of classification carried out on the basis of the classification of language -a maya activity, as the Buddhist would say, an account of appearance, but as discontinuous forms, as names" (Barthes, 1992:83) .
It is interesting that American and British
scientists were also interested in the Jack's name origin.
"By restoring to the discourse its hero's proper name, we are merely acting in accordance with the economic nature of the Name: in the novelistic regime (and elsewhere?), it is an instrument of exchange: it allows the substitution of a nominal unit for a collection of characteristics by establishing an equivalent relationship between sign and sum: it is a bookkeeping method in which, the price being equal, condensed merchandise is preferable to voluminous merchandise". (Barthes, 1992:95) . A proper name contains and combines the most important national traits.
The transformation and development of a main British-American character isn't as simple as one can think. R. Cavendish believes that the oldest known version of the international tale type, "The Dance among Thorns" (AT 592), is an early fifteenth-century English poem titled "Jack and His Stepdame," in which Jack is an only child abused by his stepmother. Sixteenthand seventeenth-century texts provide hints of Jack's better-known and more heroic role. Jack's popularity grew throughout Britain and Ireland at the same time that Britain was colonizing the world (Cavendish, 1970) . There is no time for aesthetics, and thorough analysis in the information society. That is why publishers prefer to print the works of foreign authors, who were able to assimilate with the Anglo-American culture.
Modern Internet sites prefer to use domesticating strategy to gain popularity; printed publications, focused not only on children but also on adults very often balance between these culture-oriented strategies.
This tendency can be seen very clearly if we consult the dictionaries, published in Russia and abroad (Table) .
The domestication is used in all foreign publications and only the dictionary by R. Smith 
